
Metronome Exercises:

1. Up 3 Down 2 (Penny Game)

• Place 3 pennies on left side of music stand

• set metronome tempo to slightly slower than you already feel comfortable 

playing a passage (practice passages approximately 2-4 measures in 

length at a time, I bracket out and sometimes number and label the 

different sections I'm wanting to work on using this technique)

• Play selected section one time with metronome with accuracy and control.

If successful move 1 penny to right side of music stand. Repeat two more 

times until you've played passage 3 times successfully. (If you make a 

mistake, move the pennies back to the left side of the stand and slow 

down the metronome tempo and begin the process from the adjusted 

tempo)

• Once section has been played 3 times in a row successfully, move 

metronome up 3 notched (so for example 63 would move up to 72 since 

72 is 3 notches higher than 63 using traditional metronome markings 

(listed below)). Play one time at faster tempo, then move metronome 

down 2 notches, play 3 times successfully

• Up 3 notches play once, down 2 notches play 3 times. Repeat process until

desired tempo is reached. This can take days or weeks depending on your

level of playing and the difficulty level of the piece.

2. 50/50

• Set timer for 2-5 minutes and practice one section (approximately 2-4 measures 

in length) without a metronome, free style. Some suggestions during this time 

could be to practice the section slowly, practice starting with just 2 or 3 notes that 

are difficult the gradually add on one note at a time, practice putting fermatas on 

each of the downbeats in the passage, adjust the rhythm if passage has all equal 



value notes (so instead of playing straight 16ths, play long short long short OR 

short long short long rhythms). 

• Once timer is up, turn metronome on to the desired tempo you wish to reach for 

that day, and play along with metronome, even if you need to put rests between 

each beat, try playing little snippets up to tempo

• After playing it with the metronome at desired tempo, play hole passage again 

slowly a few times to reinforce clean fingerwork and muscle memory

3. 1, 2, 3, 4 notes per beat (intended for fast technical passages consisting of mostly 

equal note values, this exercise will not work as well for passages with lots of long 

and short notes mixed together)

• Place metronome tempo to desired tempo marking for the day (may be good to 

have a realistic tempo goal for that particular day, lean towards a slower tempo 

marking when first starting this exercise, avoid practicing mistakes, good clean 

finger work is the most important goal to achieve, not speed). 

• Practice selected section playing one note per beat cleanly, then two notes per 

beat cleanly, three notes per beat cleanly etc. etc. until you're able to play all 

required notes within the beat whether it's 4 or 10 notes evenly within one beat. 

• After playing through passage using this technique, practice same passage very 

slowly, evenly and controlled to reinforce clean and proper finger work. 



Metronome Practice Chart: 

Highlight or Star Tempo goal underneath day you'd like to achieve this tempo by. Also 

Highlight or circle starting tempo. Check off or date boxes at the end of each day to 

mark the tempo achieved by end of practice session for that day. (May take longer than 

14 days to achieve final tempo, be reasonable with 14 day tempo goal so as to not 

make this process too overwhelming. May use several practice charts for one 

passage :)).
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